737 MAX Display System Familiarization

RCPN 523-0824833
Type of Course: Flight Line Maintenance (Level 1)
Approximate Course Duration: 40 Minutes

This course provides flight line maintenance personnel with training to operate the 737 MAX display system.

Upon completion of this course, the student will be able to:
1. Identify the 737 Max Display System (MDS) equipment.
2. Locate the 737 MDS equipment.
3. Identify the 737 MDS application software components and functions.
4. Recognize the display reversion for each Display Unit (DU) failure.
5. Identify the MDS controls and indicators.
6. Identify the MDS Maintenance Pages and their functions.

Price per Student: $100.00*

*This price entitles the student to ninety (90) days of access to the training materials.